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Writing Short Course Newsletter Spring 2019

Before we begin, a mistake has been made with a student's name in the last newsletter, for which huge

apologies. The corrected item should have read: “Kim Thomas, who took three courses simultaneously

last year – Writing the Memoir, Narrative Non- Fiction and Fact-Based Storytelling – has been accepted

onto City’s MA in Creative Writing (Non- Fiction).” 

News

Elizabeth took City’s Novel writing and Longer Works short course in 2015 when it was taught by the

writer Marcelle Bernstein. “The positive feedback I received from Marcelle after I wrote a synopsis for

my book gave me an added boost of self-confidence to carry on. Especially months after the course

had ended when I was working alone and often had times of doubt. Remembering her excitement

about my idea gave me the confidence that I had a good story that needed to be told.”

Professor Andrew Jones, Vice-President (Research and Enterprise) said “City is tremendously proud of

the great opportunity The Novel Studio gives to aspiring writers, and the impressive track-record of

novelists who have been helped to launch successful careers in fiction. It is one of the jewels of our

short-course portfolio and the university is delighted that Harriet has initiated this scholarship.”

The Novel Studio 2019/20 is now open for applications and full details of how to apply to the

scholarship are available here.  

Novel Studio alumna Shahrukh Husain has a new TV series launching on ITV this Spring.

Commissioned by ITV in late 2017, Beecham House was co-created with Gurinder Chadha and will

star Vanity Fair star Tom Bateman.

Katy Darby’s Short Story Writing and Writers’ Workshop alumna Imogen Hermes Gowar's debut novel,

The Mermaid and Mrs Hancock, was named as a Book of the Year (2018) by The Times, The

Guardian, and Red magazine. She was also nominated for Sunday Times Young Writer of the Year. 

Another alumna of Short Story Writing and Writers’ Workshop, Peng Shepherd, continues to amass

accolades for her debut novel, The Book of M: Amazon’s best 100 books of 2018; a Powell's Staff Pick,

a Strand Book Store Sci-Fi Book Hookup book, a Mysterious Galaxy Books Fantastic First, an Amazon

Top 10 Book of the Month, a Indigo Chapters Staff Pick of the Month and semi-finalist in the Good

Reads Choice Best Fantasy 2018.

Peng's book has also just been optioned for TV by Liz Sarnoff (Deadwood, Lost).

Short Story Writing and Writers’ Workshop students C.G. Menon and Ken Barlow have been shortlisted

in the London short story competition run by Spread the Word.

Short Story Writing student Su Yin Yap is being published in the latest anthology from Arachne Press

and has had a story chosen for Solstice Shorts.

The Novel Studio: alumnus Bren Gosling will be reading from his work at the Gay Authors’ Workshop in

Southwark, in celebration of LGBT+ History Month; Mike Clarke has had a short story, Gluten Tolerant,

selected for Liars’ League; Janet Swinney has had a new short story selected for The Word Factory.

Peter Forbes’ Narrative Non-Fiction alumna Tiger Reid (2018) has had a piece about Japanese tennis

star Naomi Osaka published in the online magazine, Gal-dem. She originally wrote the piece in-class

and then self-published it on Medium, later successfully pitching it to Gal-dem. 

Cherry Potts’ An Approach to Creative Writing alumna Joy Sigaud has been made editor of Black

History Month and has had a number of offers from other journals to write for them since completing

the course.

Writing for Business tutor Howard Walwyn’s alumni have been as productive as ever. Four more

students from his course have published homework blogs on Prism Clarity: Dawit Meskel published

one on blockchain technology; Nico Ventosa wrote one on emotional intelligence; Sally Wang topically

discussed climate change; and marketing professional Clare Furlonger wrote a piece on plastic use.

Hopefully all four will continue their business blogging careers using the City course as a launchpad.

Tutors

A warm welcome to Penny Legg who is teaching our Writing for Business Thursday evening course.

Penny is a writer, publisher, author coach and public speaker who has worked extensively with writers

to provide clarity and concision to their work. She lectures in creative writing and journalism at

Portsmouth University and for a US publisher. 

Opportunities

City Writes

Our termly writing competition open to all past and present City writing short course students is now

accepting non-fiction too. Details of entry requirements can be found here. The deadline for the spring

competition is Friday 8th March. 

This spring, novelist and Novel Studio tutor Emma Claire Sweeney will lead a Masterclass retreat at

Circle of Misse in the Loire Valley, France. Circle of Misse is delighted to offer 10% off any writing

course or retreat in 2019, subject to availability, exclusively to past and present City students and a

couple of places on Emma’s Masterclass retreat at a special price of £730 (18.5% off the usual £895).

Please mention the code: City2019 when booking.  

New Courses 

Last summer we launched our first ever week-long intensive An Approach to Creative Writing Summer

School. We are now planning to broaden this out to other subject areas. Watch this space for further

information. 

Finally, there’s still time to book on our Writing the Memoir course taking place on 9th March with

Robyn Hollingworth.

That’s it for now. Do get in touch with any news you have for future newsletters. 

Warm regards,

The Writing Short Courses Team

For all writing short course enquiries, including enrolment, please contact the Short Courses team.

Dear Emily

The birds are chirping and the sun is shining.

What better setting to celebrate the latest news

from our brilliant alumni and tutors.

WANT TO BE PART OF OUR FANTASTIC

WRITING COMMUNITY? 

Have a look at our full range of courses

TERM DATES

Term 3 (Summer Term)

Monday 29th April 2019

Novel Writing and Longer Works alumna,

Elizabeth Okoh, has been selected as one of

three winners in the inaugural Future Bookshelf

scheme. Chosen from over 750 submissions, her

debut novel, The Returnees, was acquired by

Francine Toon, commissioning editor at Hodder &

Stoughton. The novel tells the story of what

happens to three British Nigerians on their return

to Lagos, focusing on the protagonist, Osayuki,

who must confront the secret behind her child’s

paternity.

Elizabeth Okoh with the Future Bookshelf cohort.

The Novel Studio 

This month sees Harriet Tyce publish her debut

psychological thriller, Blood Orange, with Wildfire,

who pre-empted her novel in 2017. Rights to the

novel have been sold in ten territories around the

world and it has been widely tipped as one of the

debuts to read in 2019. 

Not content with taking the publishing world by

storm, Harriet recently initiated a Novel Studio

scholarship for a writer from a low-income

household. The aim of the scholarship is to

support a student of talent and potential who

might not otherwise be able to accept an offer of

a place on the Novel Studio. 

Writing for Children tutor Sophia Bennett has a

new book out on World Book Day, 7th March.

Commissioned by the Tate, The Bigger Picture:

Women Who Changed the Art World is a highly

illustrated non-fiction title for teenagers about

great female artists from around the world. It will

be out in the US next year. 

The next City Writes event will be held on

Tuesday 9th April 2019 in the Northampton Suite

C and our guest author will be alumna Harriet

Tyce whose electrifying thriller, Blood Orange, is

the 2019 debut everyone is talking about. 

Successful candidates of the competition will be

invited to practice reading sessions of 15 minutes

each from 5.30pm on that Tuesday, 9th April

2019, before the doors of the event open at

6.30pm. 

You can book your place or enter the City Writes

competition online.. 

Birmingham publisher launch call for picture book

manuscripts The Emma Press are accepting

picture book proposals for children. Successful

proposals will be matched with an illustrator, and

authors who illustrate their own work are also

welcome to submit.  

Harriet Tyce, City Short Courses aluma and

author of Blood Orange.

Photographer: Charlotte Knee
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